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training the next
generation of
missionary aviators

new pilots

We are missionaries with Proclaim
Aviation Ministries, currently living
in Spokane, WA where Taylor is a
flight instructor at Moody Bible
Institute’s Missionary Aviation
School. We are blessed to be a part
of training future missionary pilots.
These aviators will eventually
transition to overseas missionary
organizations, where they will daily
traverse some of the world’s most
forbidding terrain to bring bible
translators, pastors, medical aid,
supplies, and sustenance—all with
the love of Christ—to the ends of
the earth.

these days.

shirt-tailing
IT’S TRADITION.

MENTORING.

Taylor has also had the great honor of
mentoring a young man in the Moody Aviation program. Brett
is currently finishing up his aircraft maintenance certification
and will then begin flying next summer. Would you please pray
for him as he continues pursuing God’s direction in his life? I,
Taylor, remember being in his shoes and thinking that the road
ahead seemed completely impossible, and yet God provided
and sustained me through it. I am confident that God will do the
same for him.

CELEBRATING.

This year, we were able to spend
Thanksgiving with some of our very close friends from Moody
Aviation. It is such a privilege to work alongside people who are
not only coworkers, but close friends. This get-together has
been a 3-year tradition and we all thoroughly enjoyed being
able to spend the day together.
We are also blessed to be able to go to Florida to visit Taylor’s
family over Christmas. For the past couple years, Taylor’s
family has been coming to Spokane for the holidays, so it will
be good to go see them for a change (and enjoy the warm
weather, as well!). It will definitely be an adventure traveling
with Corban all the way across the country. We appreciate your
prayers!

A fun Moody Aviation tradition is celebrated when
each new student completes their very first Solo
flight, and the instructor cuts off the tail of their shirt.
In the early days of aviation, flight instructors often
had to sit directly behind their students. They would
have no way to communicate with the student, other
than to tug on their shirts. When a student would
complete their first solo it was tradition to cut off their
shirt tails, symbolizing their ability to now fly without
their instructor’s guidance. At Moody Aviation we
keep that tradition alive and celebrate each and every
first solo flight accomplished by our students! The
instructor labels and signs the shirt, and the student
can then keep it and frame it. We still have Taylor's
shirt framed and hanging up in our apartment. It's a
wonderful tradition!

Thank you again for all of your love and
support! We could not be here without your
generosity and kindness towards us. We are
blessed beyond measure to have each of
you standing with us as seek to equip young
people for service to our King!

We love all of you and are so blessed by the part that you play in our lives!

aviation.

How we sustain ministry at the ends of the earth.

